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Imprisoned for his ways. No. .

CO N TEMPO RARY BI N DI N GS
“  ” — 
1. Cosmico, Niccolò Lelio. Le Cancione. Vicenza, Rigo di ca Zeno (Henricus
de Sancto Ursio, Zenus) 1481. 4to (197 x 137 mm.). [86], [2 blank]p. Roman
type, most initial spaces blank (some printed guide letters).
 -   (new free endleaves),
18th-century manuscript-lettered paper spine label, evidence of clasps and
catches.
Illustration facing.
$35,000.00
         . He
had a wife, five children and several male partners, including a young black slave,
Adrastus (?lent him by Lorenzo de’Medici). Second Edition.
Publicly accused of heresy, fratricide, sodomy and pederasty, Cosmico (14201500) was constantly on the move — Padua, Rome, Milan, Florence, Venice, Mantua
and finally Ferrara. According to one critic, Cosmico swallowed so much sperm that
he reduced birth rates wherever he resided.
Sensual, the eighteen canzoni engage disappointment, pleading, rejection, fidelity,
cruelty, desire, desperation, regret, sweetness (tasted and lost), betrayal, torment,
tears, hope and jealousy. ey earned him renown. Valla made him an interlocutor
in his Elegantiæ, and Platina, Bembo and Ariosto praised him in print.
e text had four antiquarian editions (all incunables), two represented in North
American collections: that oﬀered here is not in Goﬀ. In good condition (one inner
margin neatly supplied, two tears mended with no loss, two pages soiled), purchase
note of Georges Petit (1878-1956) dated December 1932.
Who’s Who in Gay and Lesbian History edd. Aldrich & Wotherspoon 10; Cosmico,
Le Cancion ed. Alga v-xxiv; Bartolomeo, “Il Commento per l’edizione della Rime di
Niccolò Lelio Cosmico” in Il Petrarchismo II: 135-49; ISTC ic00943400.

   
2. Cyprian, Saint. [Opera:] Libri et epistole. [Stuttgart, Printer of the Erwählung Maximilians] c. 1486. Folio (286 x 210 mm.). [ii blank], [ii], [259]p.
Rounded gothic type, double-column, initial spaces blank.
 - -   (some
worming), contemporary manuscript titles on the front board, on a vellum
strip at the top center of the rear board, on the spine and on the bottom edge,
brass catch (evidence of a clasp). Illustration outside front cover. $16,000.00
First Issue, with the uncorrected colophon. From these seventy tracts and letters
much of the old Latin Bible can be reconstructed. eir legalistic conception of the
church permanently influenced Western Catholicism. During the Reformation, all
sides cited Cyprian (d. 258).
           
, and one of three overall. e anonymous printer may have purchased his
typographic materials from Conrad Fyner, who was active at Urach and Esslingen
from 1473 to 1485.



An outlier, this is the only printing prepared by a still unidentified editor. e
other incunable editions follow the text established by Giovanni Andrea Bussi (14171475) for Sweynheym and Pannartz.
      
    (c. 1450-1515), who signed the title. He was copyist, cleric
and, by 1482 archiepiscopal secretary at Trier. From 1488 to 1515 he served as the
Chaplain at St. Leonhard’s in Zürich and choirmaster and chapter notary at the
Zürich Cathedral. His library contained canon law, theology and natural history.
In good condition (some pale stains, a few minor worm punctures, first leaf worn
with an inner marginal defect just touching text), a few leaves uncut, from the library
of Albert Ehrman (1890-1969; Broxbourne Library (1977) 599 with the front pastedown now removed).
Stammler & Langosch, Deutsche Literatur des Mittelalters: Verfasserlexikon2 7: 440-2
(Peter von Neumagen); ISTC ic01014000; Goﬀ C-1014.

  
3. Horace. [Opera] cum quattuor co[m]mentarijs. Venice, [Philippus Pincius
for] Benedictus Fontana 1495 [= 1496]. Folio (315 x 210 mm.). [ii], CClyii
[r. 258], [4] leaves. Roman types, scattered Greek, shoulder notes, three- to
ten-line black- and white-line floriated woodcut initials, fine large woodcut
Fontana device on the final recto.
   of blind-decorated pigskin over
wooden boards (Kyriss shop 147), outer borders of vines and flowers, central
rectangle with two repetitions of a foliage roll flanking two repetitions of a
roll of nude men and women, chased brass clasps and catches, 18th-century
manuscript-lettered paper spine label, manuscript titles on the fore-edge.
With:
Persius. [Opera] cum tribus comentariis [sic]. Venice, Giovanni Tacuino de
Tridino 1499. Folio. LXIII, [1 blank] leaves. Roman types, shoulder notes.
        as his commentators work at their desks, the printer’s geometric white-line woodcut device on the penultimate verso.
With:
Juvenal. [Satyræ] cum commento. [Reggio Emilia, Francesco de Mazalibus]
1503. Folio. [vi], 137 leaves. Roman types, scattered Greek, shoulder notes,
printed guide letters.
           
 opens the text.
Illustration facing & p. 48.
$28,500.00
Ad I-III:        preserved in
a fine, localized contemporary binding. In large heavily leaded types, the texts in all
three volumes are braced by commentaries on three sides. For Horace these are the
3rd-century Porphyrion, 5th-century pseudo-Acron and 15th-century humanists
Christoforo Landino and Antonio Mancinelli. Persius appears here for the first time
with the notes of Giovanni Britannico, Bartolomeo Fonti and Giovanni Bonardi.



Importing the Renaissance. No. .

e Juvenal, with the second appearance of Britannico’s notes, was unknown to
Schweiger. In beautiful condition, from the Fürstenberg library.
Ad I: Flodr, Incunabula classicorum 190,29; ISTC ih00458000; Goﬀ H-458.
Ad II: Flodr 236,41; Essling, Les Livres à figures vénitiens 796; Sander, Le Livre à figures
italien 5565; ISTC ih00458000; Goﬀ P-362.
Ad III: Essling 787 & reprod. II: 235; Sander 3732; EDIT 16 CNCE 30242.

“    
 ” — 
4. Juvenal. Satyræ. Venice, Giovanni Tacuino de Tridino 1498. Folio (308 x
211 mm.). [xii], CCVI leaves. Roman types, scattered Greek.
    of the four commentators at desks with
their names above, white-line historiated and floriated woodcut initials, a
white-line woodcut Tacuino device on the penultimate verso.
 -   (worn and partly defective), remnants of two catches, two repoussé brass scallop shell clasps.
Illustration p. 48.
$6500.00
ese witty and cruel satires deride decadence in all its forms — prostitution,
marital infidelity, extravagant banquets, cannibalism, sodomy, hypocrisy, waste….
e Renaissance took them as literary models and as a storehouse of quotations.
is is the first printing to combine the 15th-century prefatory matter and commentaries of papal secretary Dom. Calderini, teacher and poet Ant. Mancinelli, press
corrector and book hunter Giorgio Merula and science writer and bibliophile Giorgio
Valla. eir notes surround the text on three sides.
When the title woodcut first appeared in 1494/5, Juvenal held the cathedra
flanked by the three commentators included in the edition. e addition here of
Merula to the volume and his likeness to the title illustration forced Juvenal oﬀ the
stage, just another slight to the congenitally dyspeptic author. In original condition
(light stain to the upper margins, a dozen quires somewhat browned).
Sander, Le Livre à figure italien 3729; Flodr, Incunabula classicorum 201,60; ISTC
ij00666000; Goﬀ J-666.

“     ” — 
5. Maius, Junianus. de priscorum proprietate verboru[m]. Treviso, Bernardus
de Colonia 1477. Folio (327 x 228 mm.). [660]p. Gothic type, double-column,
spaces le for Greek.
-  -        
  (except ).
Contemporary blind-tooled pigskin, central saltire bearing a ropework
roll (front) and repeated blooms (rear), the four triangles have Kopfstempeln,
roses and graceful wandering vines, evidence of clasps and catches, vellum



manuscript sewing guards; the author’s name  is in manuscript at
the top of both covers, on the lower edge of the book block and twice on the
upper edge.
$16,500.00
    . Poliziano used it in his classes and for his commentaries on Virgil, Terence and Suetonius. is dictionary also served poets,
lawyers, theologians, rhetoricians and students. Entries oﬀer from one to more than
twenty examples, gathered from late classical and medieval writers. Second Edition.
e printer, de Colonia, issued only two books, both humanist, both massive
and both in a gothic font unsuited to the New Learning: “this error of judgment probably accounts for his ill-success” (BMC VI: xlix). He and Maius (c. 1435-1493) both
trained in Naples under printer Mathias Moravus.
Crisp, nicely rubricated, large copy (short split in the first margin; the binding
and the first and last quires with worm punctures).
Vancil, Incunable Dictionaries: A Checklist 394; Roscoe, e Life…of Leo the Tenth I:
49; ISTC im00096000; Goﬀ M-96.

      
6. L’Ordinaire des chrestiens. Paris, [Le Petit Laurens for himself and Jean
Petit 1495-1500]. Folio (263 x 191 mm.). [xi], [299], [2 blank]p. Gothic type.
  -     .
Above, an old couple, Understanding and Memory, flank a Gothic pinnacle,
while below, the author finishes the text in his study; Lombardic initials,
xylographic title with a large grotesque initial .
Contemporary blind-ruled calf (restored, new endleaves), gilt fleurons in
the corners and center.
Illustration p. 8.
$28,500.00
“         ” (Goldschmidt). Andrew Chertsey translated it into English, and Wynkyn de Worde issued
it twice.
Composed in the 1460s to be read silently alone or aloud with family and friends,
these Christian tenets address simple folk. Examples from everyday life leaven the
clear and patient prose, which, i.a.,      
  .
Of the ?thirteen incunable printings, only three are held by U.S. libraries (each
in a single example). In good condition (washed, upper margin of the first four leaves
repaired with a little woodcut and two sorts neatly supplied, one or two minor text
repairs with no loss).
16th-century signature of Jafré Albert with his mark (thrice), 17th-century inscription of the Sisteron Capuchins, 18th-century signature of Vaumeilh curate Vincent Reimer and 1850 inscription of the Paris Carmelites.
e citations conflict: Bechtel, Catalogue des gothiques français O-61 (transcription
error?) ; BMC VIII: 163; Goldschmidt, Catalogue VIII (1926) 74 & pl. VIII (the issue
with Petit’s device; £125 to Huntington); ISTC io00083500 (imprecise references);
Goﬀ O-84 (Huntington).



Popular piety for the luxury market. No. 6.

, ,   
7. Ulmer, Ulricus. Fraternitas cleri. [Ulm, Johann Zainer d.Ä.] c. 1480. Folio
(273 x 198 mm.). [i blank], [i], [172], [2 blank]p. Rounded gothic type, a few
initials supplied in brown ink, some majuscules stroked in red or brown.
Contemporary blind-stamped dark brown calf over wooden boards (very
worn), ?17th-century blind-ruled pigskin spine, later manuscript spine shelfmark, chased brass catch (clasp gone), contemporary manuscript title on the
top edge.
$6500.00
First Edition. is moral and pastoral handbook for novice clerics and monks is
firmly within the Devotio Moderna reform movement and addresses both private
and public life. One chapter warns against       
    . Printed on heavy paper (a few quires
stained, first coming loose, some faint mold spots), scattered contemporary marginal
annotations; from the library of the Carthusian monastery at Buxheim (armorial
stamp and 18th-century inscription), purchase note of Georges Petit (1878-1956)
dated December 1932.
ISTC iu00057000; Goﬀ U-57.

FIRST EDITIONS
§See also: 7, 12, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 32, 36, 38, 40 & 41.

 ’  
8. Cyril, pseudo-. Speculu[m] Sapientie. [Strassburg, Heinrich Eggestein not
aer 1474]. Folio and quarto (274 x 203 mm.). [vi], [75], [3]p. Gothic type.
Rubricated initials, paragraph markers supplied in red and majuscules
stroked in red.
Late 19th-century gilt-ruled half-vellum and marbled boards, flat spine,
gilt-lettered morocco labels (one rubbed). Illustration p. 11. $65,000.00
A fine copy on thick paper. Addressed to “my dearest son”,      “              ” (Stammler, tr.). Here we find some of the earliest fables
independent of the Æsopic tradition to appear in print.
Composed in the mid-14th century by Dominican Bonjohannes de Messina, the
tales are organized into four books — on prudence, strength, justice and moderation.
“e animals in these ‘Fables’ are not puppet-like factota acting out set pieces, but
smart characters dispensing wisdom in well chosen words” and fateful actions (Grubmüller, tr.).
e Speculum was printed across Europe in Latin and the vernacular. Its plots



appeared in sermons, proverbs and story collections well into the 17th century. I have
not traced a copy at auction in fiy years.
Beautifully decorated, a few outer edges untrimmed (two inner margins with
early reinforcement, a couple of smudges).
Grubmüller, Meister Esopus: Untersuchungen zu Geschichte und Funktion der Fabel
im Mittelalter 423-4 & passim; Dicke & Grubmüller, Die Fabeln des Mittelalters und
der Frühen Neuzeit passim; Bodemann, Die Cyrillusfabeln 40-1, 50-2, 53,2; Elschenbroich, Die deutsche und lateinische Fabeln in der Frühen Neuzeit II: 22-6; Stammler
& Langosch, Deutsche Literatur des Mittelalters: Verfasserlexikon2 9: 65-7; ISTC
ic01016000; Goﬀ C-1016.

  
9. Michael Scotus. Liber Phisionomiæ [and four other works]. [Venice,
Jacobus de Fiviz(z)ano] 1477. 4to (185 x 128 mm.). [vi], [148]p. Roman type,
printed guide letters.
18th-century marbled calf (rubbed, joints slightly cracked), gilt spine and
morocco label, blue and yellow endleaves.
$24,500.00
Composed between 1209 and 1226, the first of the two primary texts explores
human generation — anatomy, physiology, astrology, sexual behavior, conception
and the health of the fetus. is influenced Hill’s Contemplation of Mankinde (1571,
etc.) and Aristotle’s Masterpiece. e second work, the Physiognomy, goes head to toe
interpreting a person’s character, vices and virtues from their features. It was translated into Spanish, Italian, French, German and Polish. e three short tracts that
follow treat urology, dreams and the diﬀerences between animal genera and species,
a subject Michael (c. 1180-1235) mastered while translating zoological works by
Averroës, Aristotle and ibn Sina. A good copy, bookplate of Bishop Ladislaus von
Kollonitz (1736-1817), inscription of Per Hierta dated 1900.
Klebs, Incunabula scientifica et medica 899.1; Caillet, Manuel bibliographique des sciences…occultes 10068; ISTC im00551000; Goﬀ M-551.

’  
10. Suetonius. De Grammaticis Et Rethoribus Clarissimis Libellvs. [Padua,
Bartholomaeus de Valdezoccho and Martinus de Septem Arboribus] c. 1473.
4to (204 x 137 mm.). [30], [2 blank]p. Roman type, printed guide-letter.
Crushed red morocco (rubbed), spine title and turn-ins gilt. $8500.00
 . ese biographies of grammarians and rhetoricians and some
scattered chapters are all that survive of Suetonius’ On Famous Men. Here we find,
among others, Opilius, a learned former slave, Antonius Gnipho, who taught both
Julius Caesar and Cicero, and Crates of Mallos, who delivered a lecture aer his tumble into excrement. A good copy (washed, a couple of marginal wormholes), scattered
early manuscript annotations.
Flodr, Incunabula classicorum 291,19; ISTC is00812000; Goﬀ S-812.



One of the first medieval fable books to be printed. No. 8

       
11. eocritus. [Idyllæ & other texts]. Venice, Aldus Manutius 1495/6. Folio
(313 x 210 mm.). [ii], [275], [3]p. Greek and roman type, occasionally double-column.
ree series of large outline woodcut initials “of fine workmanship” with
interlacing branch- and strapwork (BMC V: 552), matching woodcut headpieces.
Gilt Italian straight-grained green morocco (c. 1820, rubbed), outer floral
roll frame, gilt-lettered spine, glazed pink paper endleaves, green silk marker,
17th-century manuscript title with a winged cherub and pen flourishes on
the bottom edge.
lllustration facing.
$28,500.00
 :  . is splendid folio contains eocritus’ Idylls,
Hesiod’s Birth of the Gods and Shield of Heracles and eognis’ Seven Sages. eocritus’ thirty pastorals established the genre and directly influenced Virgil, Dante,
Spenser, Tasso, Milton, Wordsworth and Mallarmé. Aldus dedicated the book to Battista Guarino, his Greek tutor at Ferrara, who had requested a printed text of the Hesiod from which to teach.
A fine, large, unwashed copy with some uncut lower edges; from the collections
of William Beckford (Catalogue (1883) 2530) and Prime Minister Archibald Philip
Primrose, 5th Earl of Rosebery (1847-1929).
Essling, Les Livres à figures vénetiens II(1): 888; Renouard, Annales de l’imprimerie
des Alde 5-7,3 “très rare”; ISTC it00144000; Goﬀ T-144.

FIFTEENTH - CEN TURY AUTH O RS / TEXTS
§See also: 1, 5, 7, 21, 23, 24, 27, 29, 36, 38 & 41.

 
12. Abstemius, Laurentius. Fabulæ. Venice, Giovanni Tacuino de Tridino
1495. 4to (216 x 157 mm.). [ii], [56]p. Roman type, rubricated initials, two
sets of floriated white-line woodcut initials.
Dark blue Jansenist morocco (Chambolle-Duru, rubbed), spine title and
turn-ins gilt, all edges gilt.
$32,000.00
First Edition:           
  . Abstemius (c. 1440-1508) was librarian to the Duke of Urbino.
ese one hundred stories are of the author’s own invention. ey influenced
Faerno and were regularly reprinted — oen in the vernacular — in part or in whole
through the 1820s. irty of Aesop’s fables, in Valla’s Latin translation, conclude the
volume. I have traced one copy at auction since 1950. In excellent condition, many



“For the public instruction of your pupils” — Aldus. No. .

lower and outer margins uncut, scattered contemporary marginal manuscript notes
in Latin, bookplate of Joseph Nève de Mévergnies (1857-1940).
Polain, Catalogue des livres imprimés au XV e siècle des bibliothèques de Belgique 3
(this copy); see Hervieux’s Les Fabulistes latins I: 631-2 & Fabula docet 38; ISTC
ia00010000; Goﬀ A-10.

  
13. Bernardus Carthusiensis. Dialogus…virginis Marie misericordiam…elucidans. Leipzig, Melchior Lotter d.Ä. 1497. 4to (181 x 134 mm.). [i], Liij, [2]
leaves. Gothic types, initial spaces blank.
Flush-cut 19th-century blue boards (spine defective), manuscript label,
old sprinkled red edges.
$8500.00
Second and final edition, the only published work by the Liegnitz Carthusian (fl.
1460-1493). e title is somewhat misleading. e first two of the four parts are a
history of the Carthusian order and the virtues of its governing statutes. e third
and fourth parts narrate miracles performed by the Virgin Mary —  
             , the
restoration of an amputated hand, the resuscitation of a murdered boy…. Individual
Carthusians’ entreaties are given as models of supplication. An early owner marked
passages here and supplied some initials in red. Only three American libraries have
one or the other edition of the text. In good condition.
Grüger, “Liegnitz Kartause Passionis Christi” in Jahrbuch der schlesischen FriedrichWilhelms-Universität zu Breslau 30 (1989) 45-53; Repertorium edierter Texte des Mittelalters edd. Schönberger et al. B1750-10/10; ISTC ib00361000; Goﬀ B-361.

“    ” — 
14. Council of Constance. Acta Scitu dignissima docte q[ue] co[n]cinnata
Constantiensis concilii. Hagenau, Heinrich Gran for Jakob Rynman 1500. 4to
(217 x 153 mm.). [iv], [218], [2 blank]p. Gothic type, .
- -        , his gilt cipher in five spine compartments and the giltlettered title in the sixth, edges sprinkled red and blue.
$18,500.00
First Edition. Between November 1414 and April 1418, the Council of Constance
deposed three popes, elected one, ended the Western Schism, reformed ecclesiastical
government and life, ruled on just war, streamlined the curia and condemned
Wycliﬀe and Hus. Most importantly, it confirmed   ’ 
       ’ in matters of faith, unity
and reform. Stump considered this “revolutionary…the precursor of the principles
of modern constitutional monarchy”. “From an ecclesiastical point of view, the Council of Constance may truly be said to close the medieval and to open the modern period” (Catholic Encyclopedia IV: 292).
is copy was bound for the Prime Minister of France, J.-B. Colbert (1619-83).
It passed to one son then the other, then to his nephew (Bibliotheca colbertina (1728)



It drew , — from kings and scribes to fakirs and mountebanks. No. .

5495); printed ticket of London bookseller C.J. Stewart (fl. 1837-82); bookplate of
Berlin collector Wilhelm Richter from whom Rosenbach bought it; bookplates, stamp
and manuscript note of Albert Ehrman (Broxbourne Library (1977) 199). Large and
crisp, in fine condition, two outer margins uncut.
Stump, e Reforms of the Council of Constance passim; ISTC ic00800000; Goﬀ
C-800.

’   
15. Heynlin, Johannes. Resolutoriu[m] dubio[rum] circa celebrationem missaru[m]. Basle, Johann Froben 1492. 8vo (152 x 99 mm.). [ii], [70]p.
Rounded gothic types, shoulder notes.
Vellum over paper boards (soiled).
$3800.00
First Edition of his most popular work. It helps simple priests correctly perform
the Mass by clarifying one hundred sixty-six sticky wickets — order of service, vestments, Eucharist, forms of consecration, ablutions, thurification, etc. It had twentyseven 15th-century editions, Rome to Del: all slender octavos and quartos and all
intended for the pocket and ready reference.
e powerful humanist and academic Heynlin (1425-1496) established the first
Paris press, edited Trithemius’ bibliography Book of Ecclesiastical Writers (1494),
mentored Basle printer Johann Amerbach, wrote on punctuation and penned several
sermon collections. He formed an important library (now Basle University) of some
400 volumes — Carolingian manuscripts to the 1459 Durandus on vellum. Brant satirized Heynlin’s passion for learning in Das Narrenschiﬀ.
Froben’s first three books were all octavos — one of June 1491, one issued without
imprint and that oﬀered here. Some side notes trimmed, four headlines shaved.
Franz, Die Messe im deutschen Mittelalter 558-9; Oberman, Masters of the Reformation 40-45; Scarpatetti, “Die Büchersammlung des Johannes de Lapide…Eine
außerordentliche Bibliothek” in Gazette du livre médiéval 34 (1999) 37-43; ISTC
ij00357000; Goﬀ J-357.

’   
16. Jerung, Heinrich. Elucidarius scripturarum. Nürnberg, Friedrich
Creussner 1476. Folio (409 x 280 mm.). [ii], [404], [2 blank]p. Gothic type,
double-column.
 , leading majuscules stroked in yellow.
English gilt red morocco (c. 1820) decorated with floral and geometric
rolls (rubbed, minor scuﬀs), spine gilt with rolls of birds, scallops and thistles,
gilt turn-ins, all edges gilt over red. lllustration inside rear cover. $38,000.00
  of this imposing posthumously published humanist Bible dictionary, compiled by the mid-15th-century Nürnberg theologian. e roughly 6300 entries give definitions, etymologies and citations to the Bible, and oen to Ovid,
Juvenal, Virgil and Lucan. I have traced two examples at auction in the past half century. A large copy in fine condition (two pages dusty, short split in one lower margin,



four neat blank marginal repairs, fore-edge tabs removed), dozens of uncut margins.
ISTC ij00219000; Goﬀ J-219.

“      ”
— 
17. Rosenhaym, Petrus de. O.S.B. Roseu[m] Memoriale Divinoru[m] eloquiorum. Nürnberg, Friedrich Creussner 1493. 4to (206 x 139 mm.). [ii],
[109]p. Gothic types, printed guide letters.
Title and some text rubricated, large woodcut initial  on the title.
19th-century gilt purple morocco (rubbed), gilt arms of José Gómez de
la Cortina, marqués de Morante in the center, his crowned ciphers in the corners, gilt-lettered spine title, all edges gilt.
$12,500.00
With its descendants, this was the dominant printed Biblical memory book of
the 15th and 16th centuries. Composed in the 1420s for Benedictine novices and
young preachers, it summarizes the Bible (less the Psalms) in 1194 distichs. Each
Book initiates a new verse cycle. e first word of its first couplet begins with the
letter , the first word of the second couplet with , and so on.
ird Edition and   (?)           (a memory aid based on eight letters). A fine copy, from the libraries of Gómez de la Cortina (1808-68), Rene della
Faille (sale 25.III.1878), Ant. van Bellemer, C. Reitmayer and Georges Petit (purchase
note of June 1929).
Young, Bibliography of Memory 278; Stegmüller, Repertorium biblicum 6836; Volkmann, “Ars memorativa” in Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien N.F.
3 (1929) 121; Stammler & Langosch, Deutsche Literatur des Mittelalters: Verfasserlexikon2 7: 518-21; Niederkorn-Bruck, “Amt, Lehramt, Charisma” in Between Creativity and Norm-Making edd. Ller & Schweiger 87-8; ISTC ir00338000; Goﬀ R-338.

    
  
18. Trithemius, Johannes. O.S.B. De statu et ruina monastici ordinis.
[Leipzig, Martin Landsberg 1493]. 4to (209 x 151 mm.). [ii], [57]p. Gothic
types, initial spaces blank.
Half-vellum and marbled boards, manuscript-lettered spine title.
$4800.00
Delivered in early 1493, it is “     ” (Arnold, tr.). In
response to the entrenched hostility to learning, to his scriptorium and to his dramatic enlargement of the abbey library at Sponheim, Trithemius (1462-1516) sharply
rebukes those, who have abandoned the study of Scripture, grammar, rhetoric, philosophy and dialectic and ceased the making of books. All three 15th-century editions
are undated, and all are assigned to 1493.
He composed the work just as he was completing his Book of Ecclesiastical Writers
(1494), the first bibliography compiled as a reference work. In good condition.



Irresistible. No. .

Brann, e Abbot Trithemius (1462-1516): e Renaissance of Monastic Humanism
137-44; Arnold, Johannes Trithemius 31, 46-7, 50, 150 & 230; ISTC it00455000; Goﬀ
T-455.

R EADER S AT WO RK
See also: 2, 29, 32 & 39.

- ’  
19. Bernard of Clairvaux, pseudo-. Ad Sororem. Modvs Bene Vivendi.
[Venice, Bernardinus Benalius and Matteo Capcasa (di Codeca) 1490]. 4to
(210 x 153 mm.). [ii], [89]p. Roman type, double-column, most initial spaces
blank (some printed guide letters).
   (soiled) sewn on three pigskin chords laced
through the spine, remnants of corner tacketing (18th-century flyleaves).
lllustration facing.
$19,500.00
 ,  . e Manner of Good Living was composed for female religious novices and newly professed women with advice on gossip, dreams,
vanity, , clothing, chastity, , appetite, gis, laughter,  
 , private spiritual matters, vice and virtues. It circulated in manuscript
and print in Latin, English, French, Italian, Catalan and Spanish into the 17th century.
It was a favorite of St. Bridget of Sweden (1303-73). e first edition in English was
dedicated to Mary Tudor.
GW notes only one example of the present issue with no colophon (Vienna
ÖNB).
In good condition (scattered spots and light handsoiling), contemporary signature of Dominicus Capellus of Milan and presumably his 13-stanza lauda on the
blank final verso; 17th-century signatures of omaso Giliamoti, later canceled title
inscription, illegible title stamp.
Hentsch, De la littérature didactique du moyen âge s’adressant spécialement aux
femmes 38; Janauschek, Bibliographia Bernardina 116; ISTC ib00412000; Goﬀ B-412.

“ ” — 
20. Dio Chrysostomus (Cocceianus). [De regno]. [Venice, Christoph Valdarfer 1471]. 4to (185 x 135 mm.). [iv], [134]p. Roman type.
      ,  
    ,   ,  
,   ,   (shaved), 
-          .
Vellum (soiled), old red edges.
$18,500.00



Dated after manuscript evidence. No. .

Its clothes and content mesh Protestant and Catholic. No. .

First Edition.          ,            .
ese two orations and two dialogs on governance are Dio’s first appearance in
print. In them he demonstrates that monocratic power succeeds only through friendship, which breeds loyalty, security and peace.
On Kingship was composed in Greek for Emperor Trajan by the orator and
philosopher, Dio “e Golden-Mouthed” (c. 40-aer 115). In the mid-15th-century
Pope Nicholas V (1397-1455), founder of the Vatican Library and a great defender
of the papacy, requested Gregorius Tifernas (1414-69) translate the text. In January
1469, Cardinal Francesco Todeschini-Piccolomini, the future Pope Pius III, copied
out the Latin version and dedicated the manuscript to the nine-year-old Prince Maximilian, elected King of the Romans in 1486 and crowned Holy Roman Emperor in
1493. Dio also influenced Poliziano, Scacchi, Patrizi and Raﬀaele Maﬀei.
e third printer in Venice, Valdarfer issued some dozen books there before removing to Milan. In good condition (a little light foxing, narrow pale stain on some
upper margins), scattered contemporary manuscript annotations, purchase note of
Georges Petit (1878-1956) dated September 1938.
Swain, “Reception and Interpretation” in Dio Chrysostom: Politics, Letters, and Philosophy ed. Swain 13-52; Catanzaro, “Uses, Misuses and Absences of the Discourses
of Kingship of Dio Chrysostom in the Political Literature of the 15th and 16th Centuries” in Dion de Pruse: l’homme, son œuvre et sa postérité. Actes du colloque…
21-23.V.2015 (2016) 539-52; Flodr, Incunabula classicorum 136,1; ISTC id00204000;
Goﬀ D-204.

  “ ”
21. Hundt, Magnus, d.Ä. Expositio Donati. Leipzig, Melchior Lotter and
“C.K.” [= Conrad Kachelofen] 1496. 4to (201 x 135 mm.). [ii], [40], [2
blank]p. Rounded gothic types.
, capitals stroked in red.
Half-vellum and blue pastepaper over boards, manuscript spine title.
lllustration outside rear cover.
$9500.00
Hundt cultivates skilled public speaking by building on, and “Christianizing”,
the 4th-century Roman grammarian Donatus’ rudimentary Ars minor (on the eight
parts of speech), citing Isidore, Aquinas, Valla, Alexander de Villa Dei and Balbus as
well as Priscian, Persius, Aristotle, Cicero and Euclid.
Of the eleven 15th-century editions, three are held by U.S. libraries, each in a
single copy. is is one of five titles for which Kachelofen partnered with Lotter: four
are schoolbooks.
Laced with secondary citations, the heavily contracted    —      — reveal a reader glossing the
copy to teach from it, rather than a tyro feeling his way. In good condition (title soiled,
one blank corner supplied and one repaired), some manuscript notes just shaved,
lower edges trimmed somewhat unevenly; from the library of Dr. M.J.A.M. Schretlen
(Incunabula (1930) 27), purchase note of Georges Petit (1878-1956) dated March
1930.
Flodr, Incunabula classicorum 167,425; ISTC ih00552000; Goﬀ H-552.



Distilled from his vast, and now lost, florilegium. No. .

     
22. Magni, Jacobus. [Sophilogium. Strassburg, e “R-Printer” = Adolf
Rusch] c. 1470. Folio (277 x 201 mm.). [v], [429], [4 blank]p.    -  . Roman type.
       (see below). e text
opening has a drawing of the author seated at a lectern writing, the full-page
tracery includes a dragon, bird and shield; two initials with half-page tracery
in red and black, paragraphs marked in red, majuscules stroked in red.
Olive morocco (c. 1825) with three outer roll frames of foliage, ornament
and Egyptian motifs (S. Ridge; rubbed), spine and title gilt (faded), board
edges and turn-ins gilt, all edges gilt, purple endleaves, blue silk markers.
Illustration facing.
$28,500.00
        
   “   ” (Combes, tr.).
e first of its three parts discusses arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, music,
magic, dreams, medicine, philosophy, civil law, education, poetry and rhetoric. e
second concerns virtue, reconciling Christian faith with the ancient wisdom of Arabic, Greek and Latin writers. e third takes up the three estates, governance, statecra, mortality and the morality required of the common man. Caxton put this part
into English as The Book of Good Manners (1487).
Jacques Legrand (or Magni, c. 1360-c. 1422) studied, taught, preached and politicked at Paris. He was an academic, a university administrator and a close advisor
to Charles V, for whom he thrice negotiated with the English, once suﬀering imprisonment and excommunication on behalf of the crown.
           
 . Using red and black ink, he decorated the text opening, foliated the
volume, rubricated the capital spaces, supplied the headlines (rectos with the Book
number, versos with the treatise number), serially lettered passages in the margins
within each Book and compiled  - --            
   .
His index locates a specific passage by its manuscript Book and treatise numbers,
printed chapter number and manuscript marginal letter(s) (e.g., li 2 t 2 ca 13 g = Book
II, treatise 2, chapter 13, letter ). He signed his name in red ink at the end of the
printed text.
We may identify the annotator with the Augustinian Hermit Henricus
Riettmüller de Liechtstal (d. 1478), cursor at Toulouse, lector at Strassburg and professor of theology at Basle. He authored unpublished sermons and oral disputations
and wrote on metrics, Aristotle, and philosophy — a dozen works in all.
         , Adolf Rusch, the so-called
R-Printer, learned his cra from his father-in-law, Johann Mentelin, Strassburg’s prototypographer. Because Rusch’s books are unsigned, his output is referred to aer his
first font’s distinctive majuscule . e Sophilogium is one of his earliest books and
shows this fine type to great advantage.
A good copy (one opening soiled, one outer margin and two corners defective,
a dozen lower corners with a pale stain), with the Syston Park and monogram bookplates of Sir John Hayford orold (1773-1831; Catalogue (1884) 1220 “fine copy
with painted initials”), pencil collation note of ?A. Müller 2.I.[18]85, bookplate of



Wm. Amherst Tyssen-Amherst 1st Baron Amherst of Hackney (1835-1909), considered “a fine judge of incunabula” by de Ricci (Catalogue (1909) 580 “ …
 ”), Quaritch collation inscription dated 1909.
Klebs, Incunabula scientifica et medica 595.2; Combes, “Jacques Legrand…et le
‘Sophilogium’” in Augustiniana 7 (1957) 327-48; Beltrán, “Jacques Legrand” in Augustiniana 24 (1974) 132-160 & 387-414; Stammler & Langosch, Die deutsche Literatur des Mittelalters: Verfasserlexikon 8; 75 (Riettmüller); ISTC im00038000; Goﬀ M-38.

 
23. Nixstein, Johannes. [Incipit:] Pateat vniuersis presentes litteras inspecturis
qualiter Deuot. [Northern Germany, Printer of Nixstein not aer 19 March
1482]. Vellum leaf (220 x 270 mm.). Two sizes of Gothic type (110 text, c.
170 headings), twenty-one lines, text block 124/5 x 192 mm., blank spaces
completed in contemporary manuscript. Illustration facing. $25,000.00
      , 
  while financing Pope Sixtus IV’s 1480-82 campaign to fund his never realized crusade against the Turks. “      
       ” (Eisermann).
e Procurator for the Franciscans in the papal Curia, Emerich von Kemel authorized his fellow Franciscan Johannes Nixstein to sell indulgences in Central Germany (parts of Saxony, uringia and Saxony-Anhalt) — oﬀering absolution for sins
and liing excommunication — for cash.
is copy was purchased and accomplished in manuscript on 19 March 1482 by
or for Katherina Pantzschmann (Bantschmann), daughter of Hans Pantzschmann,
possibly the Leipzig councilman.
Five productions from this eponymous press are now known. Four, including
that oﬀered here, are indulgences: the fih concerns the Franciscans of Saxony. All
are single sheets of 1482.
is vellum broadside comes from a setting of type diﬀerent from the other
Nixstein editions. Subsequent to saving Katherina’s soul, it lined the binding of an
octavo (boards 170 x 120 mm.; spine 22 mm. wide). e folds and the tiny perforations where it was attached to two sewing cords are easily visible. In good condition,
soiled, oﬀsetting from the now lost red wax seal.
Eisermann, “e Indulgence as a Media Event: Developments in Communication
rough Broadsides in the Fieenth Century” in Promissory Notes on the Treasury
of Merits: Indulgences in Late Medieval Europe ed. Swanson 309-30.
e other indulgences from this press are VE 15 A-22, N-11 & N-12 (unique example); the Franciscanum is GW 1247550N (unique example).

   
24. [Privilegia Ordinis Cisterciensis]. Dijon, Petrus Metlinger 1491. 4to (218
x 153 mm.). [ii blank], [ii], [392], [4 blank]p. Gothic types.
 - . On the title, the Virgin Mary shelters Cistercian nuns and monks. On the verso, with Cîteaux Abbey at the center,



Saved. No. .

Paschal II grants papal legitimacy to the Cistercian Order as obeisant
founders and members look on; three series of large “rather restless” woodcut
initials (BMC VIII: 409).
Gilt-ruled dark brown morocco with light brown morocco inlaid Renaissance scrollwork (E. Vignal), inlaid spine compartments, gilt-lettered title
and date, blind-ruled turn-ins. Illustration inside front cover. $45,000.00
 :        . A bastion of civil and canon law against attacks on the Cistercians.
As abbot of Cîteaux and head of the Cistercians, Jean de Cirey (1434-1503) commissioned the publication of these one hundred fiy secular and ecclesiastic privileges granted to the Order. He also summarized each document and added
commentary on the most important.
He brought Petrus Metlinger — the first to print in Besançon and in Dôle — to
Dijon and installed him in Petits-Cîteaux, the Cistercian guest house, where he produced this beautiful quarto.    “        , ,      ” (Claudin).
Cirey’s secretary and  ’ ,   
(1460-1511),          
  . e present example subsequently belonged to the Cistercian
nuns of Nôtre-Dame de Fontaine-Guérard in Normandy (title inscription).
 -      . eir imagery reinforces Cirey’s intent. Just as the privileges protect the Cistercians, so do the Virgin
Mary and the Holy See. e cutter, one Wilhelm, departed Dijon in April 1491, aer
completing the initials and the two large blocks. Letterpress verses were added to the
latter at the time of printing.
At least two early readers annotated about thirty pages and the two final blanks.
One added the text of an omitted privilege of 1257, which one Fibert corrected and
authenticated in 1665.
A fine, fresh copy (a few minor worm holes, one leaf neatly repaired).
Hind, History of the Woodcut II: 620-1; Claudin, “Private Printing in France during
the Fieenth Century” in Bibliographica III (1897) 344-70; Wolﬀ, “Conradus Leontorius. Biobibliographie” in Beiträge zur Geschichte der Renaissance und Reformation
(1917) 363-410; Guignard, Les monuments primitifs de la Règle cistercienne XCXCVII, CII-CXII & 650-2; Davies, Catalogue of…Early French Books in the Library
of C. Fairfax Murray 457 (3 reprods.); ISTC ip00976000; Goﬀ P-976.

TWO- CO LOR PR IN TI N G
        
 
25. Alphonsus de Cartagena, Bp. of Burgos. Doctrinal instrucio[n] de la
arte de caualleria. Burgos, Juan de Burgos 1497. Folio (284 x 201 mm.).
CXXVIII, [2] leaves. Gothic type.



“A way out of lawlessness” — Fallows. No. .

 ,         
    (150 x 125 mm.); four-line floriated white- and
black-line woodcut initials (a few printed guide letters),  
     with an eight-line white-line initial.
Jansenist crushed red morocco (Chambolle-Duru), gilt-lettered spine title,
red morocco doublures with a gilt mask roll, two sets of marbled endleaves,
all edges gilt, yellow and green silk marker.
$85,000.00
“All that the noble needs to know can be found in the Doctrinal de los caualleros”
(Fallows).
   and second overall.      
    , the first indigenous to the Iberian
peninsula and the most influential there through the 16th century.
Compiled in 1444, it served kings, queens, knights, jurists, clerics and military
commanders  ,     .
Broadly, it advocates national political consolidation and the expulsion of Muslims from the Iberian peninsula — both achieved by Isabella and Ferdinand, in 1469
and in 1492, respectively. Indeed, she inherited her manuscript Doctrinal from her
father Juan II, and it formed an integral part of her education.
Specifically, the text codifies the knight’s obligations, privileges, rewards and punishments. It criticizes jousts and sword tourneys as vainglory, records their elaborate
scoring systems and proves these exercises solely the prerogative of the formal military orders, like the Order of the Band (its rules given in full). e Doctrinal also
enumerates the customary compensation (erecha) for battle wounds, from 5 maravedis (transfixed limb) to 50 maravedis (severed thumb, precluding further use of
edged weapons) to 150 maravedis (death).
Juan de Burgos was the second, and first native, printer at Burgos. e two examples of this edition in the U.S. belonged to towering bibliophiles: Archer Huntington (Hispanic Society) and Lessing Rosenwald (Library of Congress).
A nice copy (extreme outer edge of two letters on the title invisibly restored),
from the libraries of industrialist baron Achille Sellière (1813-73; Catalogue (1887)
22) and banker barone Horace Landau (1824-1903) with his bookplate. My thanks
to Dr. Noel Fallows for his time and assistance.
Klebs, Incunabula scientifica et medica 47.2; Lyell, Early Book Illustration in Spain 88
& fig. 69; Fallows, e Chivalric Vision of Alfonso de Cartagena…the Doctrinal de los
Caualleros; Almirante, Bibliografía militar de España 130-1; ISTC ia00537000; Goﬀ
A-537.

“’   ” — 
26. Augustine, Saint. de civitate dei. Basle, Michael Wenssler [and Bernhard
Richel] 1479. Folio (444 x 306 mm.). [ii], [375], [1 blank], [116]p. Gothic
types, double-column, initial spaces blank.
  for the incipits, for both colophons and for Wenssler’s
woodcut devices.
Late 18th-century gilt-ruled green sheep (scuﬀed), spine and title gilt, all
edges gilt.
Title illustration.
$22,000.00



     and the supreme exposition of     .
Here in its third edition with the commentaries of Englishmen omas Waleys
and Nicolaus Trivet, e City of God examines paganism and the struggle between
faith and unbelief. It guided medieval mystics and anchored both the Reformation
and the Counter-Reformation. It remains vital in Christian thought today.
Wenssler and Richel collaborated on this imposing volume, employing a type
font they jointly owned. A beautiful book (upper inner corners lightly stained), bookplate of P.L. van der Haegen, the historian of early Basle printing.
See Printing and the Mind of Man 3 (first edition); ISTC ia01241000; Goﬀ A-1241.

  ,    
27. Knights Hospitaller. Magistri [et] Consilij hospitalis Hierosolymitani
rerum loco [et] tempore gerend[arum] in Ildrimiu[m] Ottomanu[m]…ordo…
[et] instructio. [Venice], s.n. [aer 5 August 1482]. 4to (198 x 143 mm.). [8]p.
Gothic type,      .
Late 19th-century vellum, flat spine lettered in manuscript, silk marker.
$22,500.00
?First Edition: political intrigue on a grand scale. Seventh recorded copy.
is dispatch sets out the military and diplomatic condition of the Ottoman Empire in the summer of 1482, aer Sultan Bayezid II suppressed the rebellion lead by
his younger brother Djem (or Cem, 1459-95), who, in late July, fled to Rhodes seeking
the protection of the Hospitallers. Grand Master Pierre d’Aubusson immediately dispatched knights to rescue Djem’s wife and children from the mainland and oﬀered
to renew the war against Bayezid in exchange for perpetual peace with Christendom
and territory in Greece and the Aegean for the Hospitallers. Djem refused, so
d’Aubusson secretly signed a treaty with Bayezid for cash. In 1490 d’Aubusson transferred his “guest” to Rome. Pope Innocent VIII played host and extorted extravagant
sums from Bayezid to keep his brother in custody.
Two other printings are known, both assigned to Cologne. Geographically, the
Venetians would have had access to the text well before their northern neighbors. Of
the three editions, a single example of one is held by a U.S. library. is important
document is absent from the bibliographies of the Hospitallers. In good condition,
bookplate of Charles-Henri-Auguste Schefer (1820-98), distinguished Orientalist,
diplomat and bibliophile.
Schwoebel, e Shadow of the Crescent: e Renaissance Image of the Turk 202-3;
uasne, Djem-Sultan fils de Mohammed II 68-72; ISTC io00089460; Goﬀ I-171.

“     ”
— 
28. Leopold, of Austria. Compilatio…de astrorum scientia Decem continens
tractatus. Augsburg, Erhard Ratdolt 1489. 4to (188 x 144 mm.). [iv], [161]p.
Gothic types.



Early color printing in the service of science. No. .

-  —      , forty halfpage typographic diagrams, floriated white-line woodcut initials (including
one thirteen-line).
Crushed brown morocco (small nick to the front panel), spine gilt and
lettered, gilt board edges and turn-ins, edges sprinkled brown. $13,500.00
First Edition. is 13th-century astronomical, astrological and meteorological
handbook was used by Pierre d’Ailly (1351-1420), Regiomontanus (1436-76) and
Konrad Tockler (c. 1470-1530), the Leipzig University Sacrobosco commentator. 
    .
It explains the basic principles of astronomy, planetary conjunctions, astrology
and astrometeorology. e latter found favor with physicians and householders for
bloodletting and childbearing. It discusses    and
treats interrogations (answering questions using a chart drawn for the moment of
asking) and elections (determining the best time to begin an action).
Printer, polymath and astronomer,    .
In good condition (last two quires stained), scattered manuscript annotations (some
trimmed), bookplate removed from the front pastedown.
Klebs, Incunabula scientifica et medica 601.1; Sarton, Introduction to the History of
Science II(2): 996; Hasse, Success and Suppression: Arabic Sciences and Philosophy in
the Renaissance 255-7 & 557; Leopold of Austria ‘Li compilacions de le science des estoilles’, Books I-III ed. Carmody 37-45; Caillet, Manuel bibliographique des sciences…
occultes 6636 “of absolute rarity” (tr.); ISTC il00185000; Goﬀ L-185.

,   
29. Maﬀeus, Celsus. Dissuasoria ne Christiani principes Ecclesiasticos usurpent census Ad inclytu[m] uenetoru[m] Senatu[m]. Bologna, Franciscus
(Plato) de Benedictis 1494. 4to (205 x 151 mm.). [iv], [67]p. Roman types,
    , most initial spaces blank (some printed guide
letters), a white-line Benedictis device on the final recto.
Vellum (lightly soiled).
Illustration p. 48.
$8500.00
First Edition. Addressing the Venetian Senate, the first and longest essay argues
for strict limits on the secular state’s claim to real and moveable church property.
e author (c. 1415-1508) cites ancient and medieval custom, legal precedent and
Scripture.
         under civil and
canon law. Neither of the two reprints (1503, 1525) is held by a U.S. library. In excellent condition, scattered elegant early reader’s marks, purchase note of Georges Petit
(1878-1956) dated December 1932.
Schulte, Die Geschichte der Quellen und Literatur des canonischen Rechts II: 368,180,3;
ISTC im00015000; Goﬀ M-15.



U N CO M M ON PRES SES
See also: 2, 5, 20, 23, 24 & 39.

       
30. Aesopus moralisatus. Hic Incipit Liber Magistri Esopi. [Vicenza, Jacobus
de Dusa] c. 1482. 4to (197 x 136 mm.). a8 b-c6 ($3 (+A4)). [39]p. Roman type
(102), 29 lines per page (text block 148 x 98 mm.), printed guide letters, quires
signed on the last line of the text.
Early 19th-century English gilt-ruled purple morocco, small gilt tulips in
the corners, flat spine with foliage and a vertically gilt-lettered title (slightly
rubbed), turn-ins gilt, all edges gilt, green silk marker.
$65,000.00
Illustration facing.
      .
“       ” (Manitius, tr.). In the 1170s
Walter of England produced these sixty-five verse fables, including “   
        ” (Zago et al.).
e contemporary event that inspired Walter’s e Jew and the Cup Bearer is considered        . In 1044 at Norwich, a
Christian boy was killed. A suspected Jewish merchant was arrested, tried and acquitted — but later murdered, in Walter’s telling, by the Royal Cup Bearer, who then
revealed his deed to King Stephen. e monarch condemned and executed the violator and publicly vindicated the innocent Jewish victim.
e present set of sixty-five fables had three 15th-century plain-text editions
(GW 385, this and 0038810; together known in four examples, none in the U.S.).
Typographic and paper evidence assign this quarto to the press of Jacopo de
Dusa, previously credited with four publications, all confined to 1482. In fine condition (first quire misfolded), the Wolters-Du Méril copy.
Wolters, Catalogue (1844) 412 (this copy); Du Méril, Poésies inédites du Moyen âge
417-20 (this copy); Brunet I: 88 (the untraced Celotti copy, ?an error); Keidel, A Manual of Aesopic Fable Literature 77 (aer Brunet); ISTC ia00124800 (this copy); GW
0038510N (this copy).
For the text — Lerer, Children’s Literature: A Reader’s History 41-5; Zago et al., “e
Jew and the King’s Cup-Bearer: A Tale of Jewish Life in Medieval Europe” in Fabula
42 (2001) 213-242; Hale, “Aesop in Renaissance England” in e Library Ser. 5 vol.
XXVII (1972) 116-25; Hervieux, Les Fabulistes latins I: 472-666 & II: 316-351; Manitius, Geschichte der lateinischen Literatur des Mittelalters III: 771-3.

,  
31. Anianus. Co[m]potus cum commento. [Basle, Lienhart Ysenhut] c. 1495.
4to (188 x 127 mm.). [ii], [76]p. Gothic type, initial spaces blank.
 - -       
   with letterpress text,  -  ,
two pages of tables.



Can one have too many incunable fable books? No. .

Left: right to write. No. .

Gilt-ruled red morocco, gilt-lettered spine; in a clamshell cloth box with
a gilt label.
Illustration facing.
$32,000.00
    — for seafarers, astronomers, mathematicians,
farmers, physicians, clergy and school boys. To enable the precise calculation of secular dates and sacred holidays, Anianus assigned numbers and letters to the fingers
and joints on both sides of the le hand, then cast his scheme in rhyme for easy memorization. Accompanied by extensive anonymous commentary, the 250-line poem
treats the solar cycle (two illustrations), the lunar cycle, the moveable and immovable
feasts (eight illustrations) and the seasons. It is the source of several mnemonics, including “irty days hath September…”.
To 1501 the text had some forty printings, three outside France.
Basler Ysenhut was “primarily a wood-engraver who only occasionally ventured
on book-printing proper” (BMC III: xxxviii).         : this is their only use. Just four of his twenty-five editions (seven books, eighteen broadsides) are in U.S. collections. In good condition
(a couple of wax spots, pale stain to a few blank corners, four inner margins reinforced), scattered early manuscript annotations (shaved); posthumous bookticket of
Erwin Tomash (1912-2012).
Klebs, Incunabula scientifica et medica 71.04; Zinner, Geschichte und Bibliographie
der astronomischen Literatur 384; Smith, Rara arithmetica 33-34; Schreiber, Manuel
de l’amateur de la gravure sur bois et sur metal au XVe siècle 3775a; Tomash &
Williams, e Erwin Tomash Library on the History of Computing A 78 (this copy);
ISTC ia00734000; Goﬀ A-734.

    
32. Bonaventure, pseudo-. [Sermones de tempore et de sanctis]. Zwolle, [Johannes de Vollenhoe] 1479. Folio (275 x 194 mm.). [ii blank], [xvii], [iii
blank], [662]p. Gothic type, double-column.
Rubricated initials, paragraphs marked in red, Biblical citations stroked
and underlined in red.
         .
Recent pigskin-backed wooden boards, brass clasps and catches, old bluesprinkled edges.
Illustration p. 37.
$13,500.00
First Edition, first issue. ough long attributed to Saint Bonaventure, the majority of these two hundred sermons are by his contemporary, Servasanto da Faenza:
“One of the most important thirteenth-century Franciscan authors” (Roest). His
blend of theology, philosophy and popular themes appealed to lectors, preachers and
catechists. e first part oﬀers models for Sundays and high holy days and the second
material for the commemoration of saints and martyrs and for special observances,
like church dedications.
is edition employed a unique numeric-alphabetic scheme, used only this once,
for indicating the order of the leaves in cycles of twenty-four (starting aer the index
in front). In the first cycle of twenty-four leaves, an “i” occupies the center top of each
recto, while the center top of the twenty-four facing versos bear a letter, progressing
“a” to “z” plus “&”. e second cycle of twenty-four leaves then begins with “ii” on



the rectos facing a second alphabetic sequence “a” to “z” plus “&”, and so on.
In this copy, the buyer eﬀaced Vollenhoe’s complex cues and supplanted them
with his own manuscript finding aids. He penned headlines on the versos. He numbered the sermons in Arabic in the text, repeated the sermon number in roman in
the upper right corner of the rectos and alphabetically lettered the margins (“a” to
“k”) to mark internal sermon divisions.
e state of its type places the Sermons among Vollenhoe’s earliest productions,
which show “great technical skill” (Hellinga). Sometime in 1480 his types passed into
the possession of Peter van Os to whom this edition was previously assigned.
In good condition (inner margin of the first twenty leaves stained, four early corners repaired, four gutters strengthened).
Hermans, Zwolse boeken voor een markt zonder grenzen, 1477-1523 ZD 13; Roest,
Franciscan Literature of Religious Instruction 35-8 & 323; Distelbrink, Bonaventurae
scripta 205 & 209; Hellinga, e Fieenth-Century Printing Types of the Low Countries
I: 40-43; ISTC ib00948000; Goﬀ B-948.

   
33. Cicero. Rhetoricæ ueteris [De inventione, sive Rhetorica vetus et Rhetorica
ad Herennium cum commento]. Venice, Petrus de Quarengiis and “T.Z.P.” [=
Troilus Zani, Presbyter] 1493. Folio (304 x 203 mm.). [i blank], [i], [258]p.
Roman types, most initial spaces blank (some printed guide letters), an unshaded woodcut initial, a woodcut Zani device on the final verso.
18th-century vellum (soiled), gold ink shelfmark on the spine, edges
sprinkled red and brown.
Illustration p. 48.
$4250.00
e foundation of the orator’s training. e first text is by Cicero, while the second, falsely attributed to him, is “            ” (Volkmann, tr.).
Active for less than six months, this is Zani’s second and final book. Of this edition, CIBN notes two variants. Ours is a mixture of both. A modest copy (occasional
worming, some stains), library stamp (eﬀaced) on the front flyleaf, purchase note of
Georges Petit (1878-1956) dated November 1932.
Volkmann, “Ars memorativa” in Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien
N.F. 3 (1929) 114-6; Green & Murphy, Renaissance Rhetoric Short-Title Catalogue RR
900(6) & RR 903(2); Flodr, Incunabula classicorum 98,38; Riesenweber, C. Marius Victorinus, Commenta in Ciceronis Rhetorica I: 155-6,6; ISTC ic00652000; Goﬀ C-652.

“         ”
— 
34. Martinus, Saint, Abp. of Braga. de quatuor virtutibus Cardinalibus.
[Blaubeuren, Conrad Mancz 1477]. Folio (286 x 204 mm.). [ii blank], [10]p.
Rounded gothic type, initial spaces blank.
Vellum-backed boards reusing two rubricated double-column early
printed leaves, manuscript spine title, .
$8500.00
A staple for a millennium. e 6th-century Archbishop of Braga (Portugal) com-



Well more than half the book was reset in the second issue. No. .

posed it on royal commission using a now lost text of the Roman Stoic philosopher
Seneca. Originally known as the Formula honestæ vitæ, or e Rule of an Honest Lyfe,
it discusses the four virtues of wisdom, magnanimity, temperance and justice. It had
thirty-three independent 15th-century editions (only four in folio) and remained a
staple for another hundred years in Latin, French, Portuguese, German and Italian.
Just over half of Mancz’s total output is recorded in American libraries. “is
tract has been placed earliest because it has the first form of …and considerably the
smallest type-page” (BMC II: 564). A large copy in excellent condition.
Goldschmidt, Medieval Texts and their First Appearance in Print 64; Henkel, Deutsche
Übersetzungen lateinischer Schultexte…im Mittelalter 306-9; Manitius, Geschichte der
lateinischen Literatur des Mittelalters I: 109-13; Flodr, Incunabula classicorum 279,76;
ISTC is00411000; Goﬀ S-411.

“      ”
—  
35. Phalaris, pseudo-. Epistolas. Venice, [Antonio di Alessandria della
Paglia, Bartolomeo da Fossombrone and Marchesino di Savioni] 1481. 4to
(202 x 148 mm.). [iv], [76]p. Roman type, most initial spaces blank (some
printed guide letters).
19th-century vellum, gilt-lettered morocco label and manuscript date on
the spine (spine chipped).
$7500.00
   , averaging more than an edition per year
from its first appearance in 1468 to the end of the century. “   
   ,       
” (Vinko, tr.). It is the first collection of ancient Greek letters to be put in print
and the second letter collection overall (first the 1467 Cicero).
ough credited to the 6th-century B.C. tyrant of Sicily, these 142 elegant letters
were probably composed in the 2d century A.D. Francesco Griﬀolini (1420-?1465)
completed his translation in 1452, and it became the Latin version through the Renaissance and the basis of translations. Admired for its style and varied content, the
Letters serviced as a text book in schools and universities across Europe, and Erasmus
approvingly referenced it. Swi put it in his Battel of the Books, though Bentley had
just proved it a fake in an essay that remains a model of critical textual scholarship.
Alessandria della Paglia and his partners issued four books during their brief period of activity (1480-81). Two of their editions survive in single copies. In good condition (first recto dusty), 19th-century memorial bookplate of the Taylor Institute
with their release stamp, purchase note of Georges Petit (1878-1956) dated November
1954.
Hinz, Nunc Phalaris doctum protulit ecce caput: antike Phalarislegende und Nachleben der Phalarisbriefe passim; Flodr, Incunabula classicorum 238,15; see the Freemans’ Bibliotheca Fictiva 16, 20 & 35-43 (later edd.); ISTC ip00559000; Goﬀ P-559.



It shaped our language of history. No. .

    
36. Pius II, Pope. Abbreviatio…Svpra Decades Blondi. [Rome], D.D.L.D.S.P.V.
[= Oliverius Servius] 1481. Folio (280 x 211 mm.). [312]p. Roman type,
shoulder notes, initial spaces blank.
18th-century gilt-ruled red morocco (scuﬀed), spine and labels gilt, board
edges and turn-ins gilt, all edges gilt, pink silk marker.
$25,000.00
Illustration p. 39.
First Edition: the first appearance in any form of Flavio Biondo’s (1392-1463)
immensely influential Decades, covering a thousand years of European history, from
the sack of Rome in 410 to the mid-15th century. It revolutionized the writing of history by prioritizing the manuscripts chronologically and geographically closest to
the events concerned. It also contains        
 . It immediately became the reading of princes, clerics, scholars
and merchants.
Biondo’s wide popularity, however, rests on this abridgment — a third the size
of the original — made by the humanist pope Pius II (1405-1464), who “provided
an ideological purpose for the new kind of historiography…history as a support for
the policies and the aims of the Papacy” (Cochrane).
is is Servius’ first dated book. He produced only five editions in four years. A
nice wide-margined copy (three bifolias slightly foxed, early repair to one blank margin), a couple of manuscript notes, scattered manuscript catchwords (trimmed); 19thcentury bookplate of Ivan Petr, Count Suchtelen (1751-1836), shelf label in Russian
completed in manuscript, imperial Russian stamp on the first recto, purchase note
of George Petit (1878-1956) dated July 1933.
Cochrane, Historians and Historiography in the Italian Renaissance 34-48; ISTC
ip00654000; Goﬀ P-654.

V ER NACU LAR TEXTS
See also: 1, 6 & 25.

     
37. Aegidius (Columna) Romanus. lo libro del regiment dels princeps.
Barcelona, Nicolaus Spindeler for Joan Çacoma 1480. Folio (285 x 199 mm.).
[iii], [632]p. Gothic type, initial spaces blank.
Blind-decorated brown morocco (Brugalla 1953), rule and foliage frames,
foliage and flowers in the corners, foliage in the spine compartments, gilt-lettered title, vellum doublures, vellum endleaves, all edges gilt.
$95,000.00
            . Of its three antecedents — all undated — two are known by single examples,
the third by a leaf.



Secular in outlook, broad in audience. No. .

          and one of
the most read books of the late Middle Ages.
      and the second overall (first Latin 1473).
It is also         . He edited
the text for Spindler and bookseller Joan Çacoma. His gloss illuminates the reading
habits of contemporary buyers and the sources they had to hand.
Written in 1279 for the eleven-year-old Philip the Fair of France, this secular
manual on the art of governing self, family and state addresses all citizens, high to
low. “De regimine’s studious avoidance of Scripture or the writings of the Fathers…
is unique among medieval mirrors” (Briggs).
In addition to treating the proper conduct of women and the prudent management of money, servants and real property, it advances the absolute rights of monarchs, details the organization of the state and provides the template for its rule during
peace and in war. From the twenty-three chapters on military matters, “the fundamental dictum of Clausewitz, that war is the continuation of politics by other means,
was self-evident” to Aegidius (Jähns, tr.).
Arnau Stanyol (Stranyol or Estanyol) translated the text about 1345 at the request
of Jaime I Conde de Urgel (1320-47), second son of King Alfonso IV of Aragon. e
manuscript at the Escorial (ms. R.I.8), or one of its close relatives, served for the present edition.
I have traced a single defective example at auction in the past century: the two
copies in the United States were acquired before 1925.
Fine, wide-margined and in excellent condition (first and last leaf a little soiled,
faint stain to a few corners), a couple of manuscript notes in an early hand.
Jähns, Geschichte der Kriegswissenschaen I: 187-94; Almirante, Bibliografía militar
de España 178; Vindel, El arte tipográfico en España durante el siglo XV I:35,10 “e
first book printed in the Catalan language” (tr.); Berges, Die Fürstenspiegel des hohen
und späten Mittelalters 211-28; Briggs, Giles of Rome’s De regimine principum 12-17;
Las Glosas del Mestre Aleix de Barcelona ed. Kiviharju 9-11; ISTC ia00090000;
Goﬀ A-90.

   
38. Barzizius, Christophorus. Gra[m]maticar[um] institutionum. Brescia,
Bernardinus de Misintis and Caesar Parmensis 1492. 4to (195 x 142 mm.).
[ii], [124], [2 blank]p. Roman type, two sets of white-line floriated woodcut
initials.
Vellum over stiﬀ boards, all edges gilt. Illustration facing. $13,500.00
Only Edition. e Brescian humanist prepared this for the teacher, not the autodidact. e text has two parts, unusually designated editio prima and editio altera.
e first covers the alphabet and the basics on nouns, adverbs, adjectives and verbs.
e second part provides exercises in eloquent speech, notes on composition, accents,
metrics, syllables, orthography, prefixes, diphthongs, aspiration and aid on sentence
structure.
is is first of four books issued by the partnership of de Misintis and Parmensis,
March to May 1492, prior to their removal to Cremona. e other three editions are
not represented in American collections. In good condition, purchase note of Georges
Petit (1878-1956) dated March 1938.



Class in session. No. .

Listen up. No. .

Scaglione, e Classical eory of Composition from its Origins to the Present 127;
Quondam, Forma del vivere: l’etica del gentiluomo 244; ISTC ib00259000; Goﬀ B-259
(one copy).

“         
    ”
39. Cavalca, Domenico. il spechio della croce. Milan, [Paulus de Suardis]
1481. 4to (207 x 144 mm.). [vi], [207], [4]p. Rounded gothic type, white-line
floriated woodcut initials.
Rubricated, paragraph markers in red, woodcuts colored and capitals
stroked in yellow.
Elegant late 19th-century vellum, spine and morocco labels gilt, slightly
overlapping fore-edges,  . Illustration facing. $15,000.00
          . Dropped letters, words and entire passages have been inserted, orthography emended, pronunciation indicated, hyphenation supplied, text deleted and
word divisions emphasized.
“        
” (Sante Centi), the Mirror of the Cross marks a fundamental moment in the
evolution of lay piety in the late Middle Ages. It is Cavalca’s first, most original and
most read work. e bold play of metaphors and lively, clear and strongly imaginative
language resonated with lay and conventual readers. St. Catherine borrowed heavily
from it, and demand enabled lay scribes to profitably produced it for sale to monasteries. ird Edition.
A Dominican, Cavalca (c. 1270-1342) translated (his earliest literary works),
preached and composed nine books. He worked with the poor and imprisoned, taking a special interest in sex workers, for whom he established Santa Marta at Pisa.
is printing is the first of three with fiy-one chapters (the standard is fiy)
and, at the end, Albertus Magnus’ meditations on the Passion. None of the three is
in Goﬀ.
Active 1479-1484, Paulo de Soardi produced eight titles, only half of which are
represented in U.S. collections. In good condition (a short marginal tear), purchase
note of Georges Petit (1878-1956) dated April 1932.
Cavalca, Lo Specchio della croce ed. Sante Centi 5-20; Kaeppli, Scriptores Ordinis
praedicatorum medii aevi I: 838; ISTC ic00343600; GW 6416 (see 6419 & 6421).

“    ”
— -
40. Freydanck. Prouerbia eloquentis. [Leipzig, Konrad Kachelofen] c. 1490.
4to (179 x 130 mm.). [ii], [71]p. Gothic type.
Gilt-ruled crushed brown morocco with a blind inner frame and gilt corner fleurons (Bedford, c. 1870), gilt spine and title, all edges gilt. $55,000.00
 ,      . Originally



Among the earliest German proverbs to appear in print. No. .

composed about 1230 and reworked in the 1380s for school use, these Latin and German proverbs, moral maxims and satiric observations are sharp, short and skilled.
ey are the world of Everyman — farmer and knight, laity and clergy — and guide
his conduct with prudence the primary virtue. In homely, pithy language, they wield
popular imagery and traditional wisdom against the ecclesiastic and secular hierarchies’ lust for power and money, while acknowledging the unalterable fate of the
humble.
is is the only antiquarian printing of the 14th-century text. e market quickly
turned to Sebastian Brant’s humanist version (1508, etc.), then to the explicitly Protestant revision (1538, etc.). I have not traced another example of this edition for sale
in the past fiy years. In good condition, oﬀsetting from an oval leather bookplate.
Montandon, Bibliographie des traités de savoir-vivre I: 283; Moll, Sprichwörterbibliographie 3655; Gratet-Duplessis, Bibliographie parémiologique 533; Bernstein, Catalogue des livres parémiologiques 1189 “of the greatest rarity” (tr.); ISTC if00310000;
Goﬀ F-310.

   
41. Maximilian I, Holy Roman Emperor. Das Buch des heyligen Romischen
Reichs vnnderhallttunge. [Nürnberg, Hieronymus Hölzel 1500]. Folio (289 x
197 mm.). [iv], XL leaves. Gothic types, calligraphic woodcut initials.
     .
Vellum, slightly overlapping front edges, paper slipcase.
$17,500.00
Only Edition: “      [] ” (Weisflecker,
tr.).     .
ese four texts record six decades of legal and political wrangling by the Holy
Roman Emperor and his secular and ecclesiastical nobility. e institutions created
here persisted to the fall of the Holy Roman Empire.
e volume contains: 1) the Reformation, agreed in 1442 by Friedrich III as King
of the Romans, 2) the revised constitution accepted by Emperor Maximilian I (14591519) at the 1495 Diet of Worms, 3) alterations codified at the 1498 Diet of Freiburg
i. Breisgau, and 4) the Declaration forged at the 1500 Diet of Augsburg.
e articles furthered the enfranchisement and independence of the nobility and
landed classes, regulated loan contracts, luxury clothing and musicians, codified legal
representation for the poor, mandated a special tax on Jews and dealt with the Turkish
threat.        , that governed
      ,     .
e two related editions, Goﬀ M-394 and M-395, contain only the fourth document.
is copy comes from the library of Bernhard I Duke of Sachsen-Meiningen
(1649-1706), who boldly inscribed the title .... ⁄ .... ⁄  (In vulneribus
Christi Triumpho / Bernhard Herzog zu Sachsen), later stamp of the ducal library on
the title verso. In good condition (wax spot on three leaves).
Wiesflecker, Maximilian I. Die Fundamente des habsburgischen Weltreiches 255-71;
see Eisermann’s “‘Darnach wisset Euch zu richten’ Maximilians Einblattdrucke vom
Freiburger Reichstag” in Der Kaiser in seiner Stadt. Maximilian I. und der Reischstag
zu Freiburg 1498 ed. Schadek 198 Abb. 1 & 211 Abb. 5 (the Weinmandat); ISTC
im00394500.
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